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Abstract
In recent years, point clouds have earned quite some re-
search interest by the development of depth sensors. Due
to different layouts of objects, orientation of point clouds is
often unknown in real applications. In this paper, we pro-
pose a new point-set learning framework named Pointwise
Rotation-Invariant Network (PRIN), focusing on achieving
rotation-invariance in point clouds. We construct spheri-
cal signals by Density-Aware Adaptive Sampling (DAAS)
from sparse points and employ Spherical Voxel Convolu-
tion (SVC) to extract rotation-invariant features for each
point. Our network can be applied to applications ranging
from object classification, part segmentation, to 3D feature
matching and label alignment. PRIN shows performance
better than state-of-the-art methods on part segmentation
without data augmentation. We provide theoretical analysis
for what our network has learned and why it is robust to
input orientation. Our code is available online1.
1. Introduction
Deep learning on point clouds has received tremen-
dous interest in recent years. Since depth cameras capture
point clouds directly, efficient and robust point processing
methods like classification, segmentation and reconstruc-
tion have become key components in real-world applica-
tions. Robots, autonomous cars, 3D face recognition and
many other fields rely on learning and analysis of point
clouds.
∗Equal contribution.
†Corresponding author.
1https://github.com/qq456cvb/PRIN
Existing works like PointNet[3] and PointNet++[20]
have achieved remarkable results in point cloud learning
and shape analysis. But they focus on objects with canoni-
cal orientation and perform well only on specially appointed
viewpoints. In real applications, these methods fail to be
applied to rotated shape analysis since model orientation is
often unknown as a priori, as shown in Figure 1. In addition,
existing frameworks require massive data augmentation to
handle rotations, which induce unacceptable computational
cost.
Figure 1. PointNet++[20] part segmentation results on rotated
shapes. When trained on objects with canonical orientation and
evaluated on rotated ones, PointNet++ is unaware of their orienta-
tion and fails to segment their parts out.
Spherical CNN[4] and a similar method[5] try to solve
this problem and proposes a global feature extracted from
continuous meshes, while they are not suitable for point
clouds since they project 3D meshes onto their enclos-
ing spheres using a ray casting scheme. Difficulty lies
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in how to apply spherical convolution in continuous do-
main to sparse point clouds. Besides, by projecting onto
unit sphere, their method is limited to processing convex
shapes, ignoring any concave structures. Therefore, we
propose a pointwise rotation-invariant network (PRIN) to
handle these problems. Firstly, to do spherical convolu-
tion on point clouds, we observe the discrepancy between
spherical space and Euclidean space, and propose Density-
Aware Adaptive Sampling (DAAS) to avoid biased sam-
pling. Secondly, we come up with Spherical Voxel Con-
volution (SVC) without loss of rotation-invariance, which
is able to capture any concave information. Furthermore,
we propose point-wise rotation-invariant loss that helps to
extract rotation-invariant features for each point, instead
of a global feature used in Spherical CNN.
PRIN is a network that directly takes point clouds with
random rotations as input, and predicts both categories
and pointwise segmentation labels without data augmenta-
tion. It absorbs the advantages of both Spherical CNN and
PointNet-like network by keeping rotation-invariant fea-
tures, while maintaining a one-to-one point correspondence
between input and output. PRIN learns rotation-invariant
features at point level. Afterwards, these features could be
aggregated into a global descriptor or per-point descriptor to
achieve model classification or part segmentation, respec-
tively.
We experimentally compare PRIN with a number
of state-of-the-art approaches on the benchmark dataset
Shrec17[29] and ModelNet40[27]. Under a unified archi-
tecture, PRIN exhibits remarkable performance.
The key contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We design a novel deep network processing pipeline
that extracts rotation-invariant point-level features.
• Two key techniques: Density-Aware Adaptive Sam-
pling (DAAS) and Spherical Voxel Convolution (SVC)
are proposed.
• We show that our network can be used for 3D point
matching under different rotations.
2. Related Work
2.1. Learning from Geometries
The development of features from geometries could be
retrospected to manual designed features, including Point
Feature Histograms (PFH)[23], Fast Point Feature His-
tograms (FPFH)[22], Signature of Histogram Orientations
(SHOT)[24], and Unique Shape Contexts (USC)[26]. These
descriptors rely on delicate hand-craft design, and could
only capture low-level geometric features. Besides, these
features are not robust to noisy or partial scanned data since
they are devised for certain datasets or specific models.
As the consequence of success in deep learning, vari-
ous methods have been proposed for better understanding
3D geometries. Convolutional neural networks are applied
to volumetric data since its format is similar to pixel and
easy to transfer to existing frameworks. 3D ShapeNet[28],
VoxNet[16] and Volumetric CNNs[19] are pioneers intro-
ducing fully-connected networks to voxels. However, deal-
ing with voxel data requires large memory and its sparsity
also makes it challenging to extract particular features from
big data. Even subsequent methods such as FPNN[13] pro-
pose special operators to deal with this problem, there is no
efficient way for voxel learning. Another research branch
is multi-view methods. 3D CNN[19] and MVCNN [25]
render 3D models into multi-view images and propagate
these images into traditional convolutional neural networks.
These approaches are limited to simple tasks like classi-
fication and not suitable for 3D segmentation, key point
matching or other senior tasks. Besides, for graphs and
meshes, a series of works have been proposed[15, 17, 30],
and Bronstein et al.[2] has made a detailed survey of the
above works. Spherical CNN[4] and a similar method[5]
propose to extract global rotation-invariant features from
continuous meshes, while they are not suitable for point
clouds since they project 3D meshes onto their enclosing
spheres using a ray casting scheme.
2.2. Learning from Point Clouds
With the development of 3D cameras, learning from
point clouds has been given great attention. Point clouds
possess two special good characteristics. First is that
they could be consumed by networks without data pre-
processing. Secondly, they are highly computational ef-
ficient. This means by designing more innovative fea-
tures or networks, one could achieve better performance.
PointNet[3] is the pioneer in building a general framework
for learning point clouds. PointNet++[20] stacks PointNet
hierarchically for better capturing local structures.
Since then, many structures are proposed to learn from
point clouds. PointCNN[12] uses X-Conv at local fea-
ture extraction stage to perform better on various tasks.
PCNN[1] utilizes extension and restriction operators to
transform point clouds to Euclidean volumetric space for
better performance. PointSIFT[8] proposes an innovative
SIFT-like feature learning method, which is more robust
in semantic segmentation. MCCNN[7] introduces Monte
Carlo convolution for better understanding non-uniformly
sampled point clouds, which demonstrate its advantages
in real-world data analysis. P2P-Net[31] applies bidirec-
tional networks and extend PointNet++ to learn geometric
transformations between two point clouds. PCPNet[6] and
PointProNets[21] are designed to learn normals and curva-
tures on raw point clouds and fit it to a series of novel appli-
cations. Kd-Network[9] utilizes kd-tree structures to form
Figure 2. PRIN Architecture. Our network takes sparse points as input, and then uses Density-Aware Adaptive Sampling to transform the
signal into spherical voxel grids (part a). This spherical voxel signal is then passed through several Spherical Voxel Convolutions (part b),
ending with a feature at each spherical voxel grid. Any point feature can be extracted by interpolation among these voxel features (part c),
which is used to do pointwise part segmentation. All these voxel features can also be maxpooled to get a global feature, which is suitable
for classification (part d).
the computational graph, which learns from point clouds
hierarchically. SyncSpecCNN[30] targets at learning non-
isometric shapes, and combines multi-scale spectral infor-
mation with Spectral Transformer Network for better shape
segmentation performance.
3. Method
We now introduce PRIN and the whole pipeline is shown
in Figure 2. We start with some preliminaries of under-
standing rotation-invariance in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2,
we show how to sample sparse input clouds adaptively with
Density-Aware Adaptive Sampling (part a). In Section 3.3,
we derive Spherical Voxel Convolution and its invariance
property (part b). Then in Section 3.4, we talk about net-
work heads for part segmentation (part c) and classification
(part d). To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to propose a method to learn end-to-end rotation-invariant
point features from sparse point clouds.
3.1. Preliminaries
Spherical CNN We explain how Spherical CNN[4]
achieve rotation-invariance in meshes by a toy example.
Here we use 2D rotation group convolutions to illustrate the
idea, as shown in Figure 3. In the figure, “filter” is the pa-
rameters to be learnt and will not change when input rotates.
We can see that when input rotates 90 degrees clockwise, as
a consequence of convolution operation, output rotates 90
degrees simultaneously. Therefore, maxpooling the output
gives a global rotation-invariant feature. It is the same story
when applied to 3D rotation group convolutions, but with
different orthogonal rotation bases.
Figure 3. 2D rotation-invariant point feature illustration. “*”
means 2D rotation convolution around the circle and numbers
around circles denote different feature/filter values at their corre-
sponding positions.
3.2. Density-Aware Adaptive Sampling
With the insight of rotation-invariance in Spherical
CNN, we seek to solve the problem in 3D point clouds do-
main. However, it is not a straight-forward extension, since
the input signal is irregular point clouds instead of meshes.
To do so, we should transform irregular point clouds into
spherical voxels in order to enable spherical voxel convolu-
tion. Nonetheless, if we sample point clouds uniformly into
regular spherical voxels, we will meet a problem: points
around pole appear to be more sparse than those around
equator in spherical coordinates, which brings a bias to re-
sulting spherical voxel signals.
To address this problem, we use Density-Aware Adap-
tive Sampling (DAAS) to transform such irregular point
clouds into regular spherical voxels. DAAS leverages a
non-uniform filter to adjust to density discrepancy brought
by spherical coordinates, thus reducing the bias.
Before we discuss spherical voxels, some definitions are
given out:
Unit Sphere The space of unit sphere S2 can be de-
fined as the set of points p ∈ R3 with norm 1. It is a
two-dimensional manifold, which can be parameterized by
spherical coordinates (α, β), where α ∈ [0, 2pi] denotes the
azimuthal angle in the xy-axis plane while β ∈ [0, pi] de-
notes the polar angle from the positive z-axis.
Spherical Voxel Space A spherical voxel point is iden-
tified with three dimensions S2 × H , where (α, β) ∈ S2
represents its location projected onto unit sphere while
h ∈ H represents the distance to the sphere center.
Our goal is to compute signal f : S2 × H → R
at each discrete spherical voxel location (α[i], β[j], h[k]),
given that i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , I}, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , J}, k ∈
{0, 1, . . . ,K} and I, J,K are predefined resolutions. We
denote (αn, βn, hn) as the n-th point coordinate in S2 ×H
and N as the total number of points. We use an anisotropic
box filter in spherical coordinates, which can be seen as to
weight the contributions from points nearby softly:
f(α[i], β[j], h[k]) =
N∑
n=1
wn · (δ − ‖h[k]− hn‖)
N∑
n=1
wn
, (1)
where wn is a normalizing factor that is defined as
wn = 1(‖α[i]− αn‖ < δ)
·1(‖β[j]− βn‖ < ηδ)
·1(‖h[k]− hn‖ < δ),
(2)
where δ is some predefined filter width. We choose the orig-
inal signal to be (δ − ‖h[k] − hn‖) ∈ [0, δ] in Equation 1
because it captures information along H axis, which is or-
thogonal to S2, making it invariant under rotations.
Density-Aware Factor η = sin(β) is the density-aware
sampling factor since uniform density in Euclidean coordi-
nates introduces non-uniform density in spherical coordi-
nates, as shown in Figure 4. For more details of the factor
sin(β), see our supplementary material.
Figure 4. Density-Aware Adaptive Sampling. We sample adap-
tively according to the density in spherical space; filters near pole
are wider than those near equator.
Discussion Compared with PointNet++[3] and
PointCNN[12], who need to first sample and group
points nearby without providing an explicit regular voxel
representation in Euclidean coordinates, ours has a uniform
structure that is already ready for convolution and pooling.
On the other hand, when compared with traditional 3D
convolution methods[28, 16, 19], our design of distorted
spherical voxels makes rotation-invariant feature extraction
possible. Besides, our network could handle sparse point
clouds but also continuous mesh inputs by recording each
voxel’s signed distance field. At this stage, we convert
irregular unordered points into regular spherical voxels.
3.3. Spherical Voxel Convolution
Given constructed spherical voxel signal, we introduce
Spherical Voxel Convolution (SVC) that helps to keep our
network rotation-invariant. Notice that this is different from
Spherical CNN, where only spherical signals defined in S2
get convoluted. We extend the convolution definition to
spherical voxels defined in S2 ×H .
Rotations The rotation group SO(3)[10], termed ”spe-
cial orthogonal group”, is a three-dimensional manifold,
and can be parameterized by ZYZ-Euler angles (α, β, γ),
where α ∈ [0, 2pi], β ∈ [0, pi], and γ ∈ [0, 2pi].
Rotations of Spherical Voxel Signals We introduce the
rotation operator LR that operates on spherical voxels.
[LRf ](x, h) = f(R
−1x, h), (3)
where R ∈ SO(3), x ∈ S2, h ∈ H and f : S2 ×H → R.
Intuitively, this operation only rotates the signal by its unit
spherical coordinates, regardless of H domain.
Spherical Voxel Convolution With the above definition,
we now define the convolution between two spherical voxel
signals:
[ψ ? f ](p) =〈Lp˜ψ, f〉
=
∫
h
∫
x
ψ(p˜−1x, h)f(x, h)dxdh,
(4)
where p ∈ S2 × H , p˜ ∈ SO(3), x ∈ S2, h ∈ H and
ψ, f : S2×H → R. For this equation to hold, we establish
a bijective mapping (isomorphism) between S2 × H and
SO(3) by considering H as SO(3)/S2 = SO(2) (see our
supplementary material), and then apply Equation 3. We
use p˜ to denote p’s corresponding element in SO(3).
Equivariance To derive rotation-invariant features for
each point, we need an important property of voxel convo-
lution: equivariance. With the unitarity of operator LR[4],
the equivariance of spherical voxel convolution defined in
Equation 4 can be described as
[ψ ? [LRf ]](p) = [LR[ψ ? f ]](p), (5)
where R ∈ SO(3) is an arbitrary rotation.
Rotation-Invariant KL Divergence Loss We now define
rotation-invariant KL divergence loss for each point p:
Loss(p) = KL([ψ ? f ](p), y(p)), (6)
where f is the input signal, ψ is the kernel whose param-
eters are to be learned and y is the ground-truth one-hot
labels.
To show the rotation-invariance, suppose that an input
point cloud is rotated by an arbitrary rotation R, with f ′ =
LRf and p′ = Rp, the new loss is:
Loss(p′) =Loss(Rp)
=KL([ψ ? f ′](Rp), y(p′))
=KL([ψ ? [LRf ]](Rp), y(p
′))
=KL([LR[ψ ? f ]](Rp), y(p
′)) (Equation 5)
=KL([LR−1LR[ψ ? f ]](p), y(p
′)) (Equation 3)
=KL([ψ ? f ](p), y(p′))
=KL([ψ ? f ](p), y(p)) (label stays the same)
=Loss(p).
(7)
We see that this loss is consistent under all orientations
of the point cloud, thus by evaluating ψ ? f at each point p,
we would obtain rotation-invariant point-wise features.
In practice, with analogy to SO(3) convolution, Spher-
ical Voxel Convolution (SVC) can be efficiently computed
by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)[10]. Convolutions are im-
plemented by first doing FFT to convert both input and ker-
nels into spectral domain, then multiplying them and con-
verting results back to spatial domain, using Inverse Fast
Fourier Transform (IFFT)[10].
Discussion Compared with SphericalCNN[4], which
projects 3D objects onto their enclosing spheres and there-
fore loses on dimension, our Spherical Voxel Convolution
(SVC) utilizes all information available on spherical vox-
els (S2 × H). This has a benefit in capturing complex
non-convex structures inside the object. Besides, thanks to
SVC, we would obtain a one-to-one point correspondence
between input and output (discussed in Section 3.4), which
leads to pointwise features.
In addition, when compared with traditional 3D convo-
lution methods like [28, 16, 19], SVC shares a similar com-
puting pattern but “distorts the space of convolution”. In
this way, extracted features are robust to arbitrary rotations
while traditional 3D convolution is not. This contributes to
rotation-invariant features.
3.4. Output Network
After Spherical Voxel Convolution (SVC), we get an out-
put feature vector at each discrete location in S2×H . Then
they are passed through fully connected layers to get a fi-
nal part segmentation score per spherical voxel. To find
rotation-invariant features at original points’ locations, we
leverage Trilinear Interpolation. Each point’s feature is a
weighted average of nearest eight voxels, where the weights
are inversely related to the distances to these spherical vox-
els. This operation is shown in part c of Figure 2.
It should be mentioned that our network is still able to
realize object classification by placing a different head. In
this case, we maxpool all the features in spherical voxels
and pass this global feature through several fully connected
layers to predict final object class scores, as shown in part
d in Figure 2. This provides a competitive alternative to
PointNet[3] or PointNet++[20], while maintaining rotation-
invariance.
4. Experiments
In this section, we show the performance of PRIN in dif-
ferent applications. First, we demonstrate that our model
can be used to perform part segmentation and 3D shape
classification with random orientation. Then, we conduct
ablation study to validate each part of our network design.
At last, we provide some applications on 3D point matching
and shape alignment. PRIN is implemented with PyTorch
on a NVIDIA TITAN Xp. In all of our experiments, we
optimize PRIN using Adam with batch size of 16 and ini-
tial learning rate of 0.01. Learning rate is halved every 5
epochs.
Method NR/NR NR/AR R×10 R×20 R×30 params input size
PointNet[3] 93.42/83.43 45.66/28.26 61.02/41.59 67.85/50.54 74.91/58.66 3.5M 2048× 3
PointNet++[20] 94.00/84.62 60.15/38.16 69.06/47.26 70.01/49.26 70.82/49.95 1.7M 1024× 3
SyncSpecCNN[30] 93.78/83.53 47.13/30.41 61.33/41.40 68.10/50.76 73.44/58.03 4.2M 2048× 33
Kd-Network[9] 90.33/82.36 40.66/24.76 59.11/38.70 64.50/47.60 69.33/51.06 3.7M 215 × 3
Ours 88.97/73.96 78.13/57.41 80.94/64.25 83.83/67.68 84.76/68.76 0.4M 2048× 3
Table 1. Segmentation results on ShapeNet part dataset. Performance is evaluated in both accuracy and mean IoU. NR/NR means to
train with no rotations and test with no rotations. NR/AR means to train with no rotations and test with arbitrary rotations. R×10/20/30
means to train with 10/20/30 rotations per model as data augmentation, then test with arbitrary rotations. PRIN is robust to arbitrary
rotations without data augmentation. Our network has much fewer parameters while maintaining rotation-invariance.
Figure 5. Visualization of results. We test PointNet++ and PRIN on rotated point clouds trained with specific orientation dataset. Our
network generalizes well on unseen orientations.
4.1. Part segmentation on rotated shapes
Dataset ShapeNet part dataset [29] contains 16,881
shapes from 16 categories in which each shape is annotated
with expert verified part labels from 50 different labels in
total. Most shapes are composed of two to five parts.
We show our pipeline can be trained to accomplish
rotation-invariant part segmentation task. Even though
state-of-the-art network like PointNet[3] and PointNet++[3]
can achieve a fairly good result, these network can’t per-
form well on rotated point clouds.
Segmentation is more challenging compared with other
3D tasks , especially for rotated point clouds. We compare
our network with several state-of-the-art networks for 3D
shape part segmentation. Three tasks are considered:
1. Train and test with no rotations.
2. Train with no rotations and test with arbitrary rota-
tions.
3. Train with 10/20/30 rotations per model as data aug-
mentation, then test with arbitrary rotations.
Table 1 shows the results of each network. All results
are reported in accuracy and mIoU[3] metrics. We can find
that for other methods, both accuracy and mIoU decrease
drastically after test on rotated point cloud. It is possible to
improve their performance if we give them enough views
of different orientations by data augmentation. In Table 1,
it shows that after augmenting data by rotating point clouds
with 10/20/30 random orientations per model, their perfor-
mance improves a little. However, it introduces higher com-
putational cost and their performance is still inferior to ours.
Figure 5 gives the visualization of results between state-of-
the-art and our network over ShapeNet part dataset. Influ-
enced by the canonical orientation of point clouds in the
training set, networks like PointNet and PointNet++ just
learn a simple partition of Euclidean space, regardless of
how objects are positioned in the space.
For this task, we use four Spherical Voxel Convolution
(SVC) layers with channels 64, 40, 40, 50 in our experi-
ments. All convolution layers have the same bandwidth 32.
Each kernel ψ has non-local support, where ψ(α, β, h) iff
β = pi/2 and h = 0. Two fully-connected layers of size
50 and 50 are concatenated at the end. The final network
contains ≈ 0.4M parameters and takes 12 hours to train, for
40 epochs.
4.2. Classification on rotated shapes
Dataset ModelNet40 [27] classification dataset contains
12,308 shapes from 40 categories. Here, we use its corre-
sponding point clouds provided by PointNet[3].
Method NR/NR NR/AR params
PointNet[3] 88.45 12.47 3.5M
PointNet++[20] 89.82 21.35 1.5M
Point2Sequence[14] 92.60 10.53 1.8M
Kd-Network[9] 86.20 8.49 3.6M
Ours 80.13 68.85 1.5M
Table 2. Classification results on ModelNet40 dataset. Perfor-
mance is evaluated in accuracy. NR/NR means to train with no
rotations and test with no rotations. NR/AR means to train with
no rotations and test with arbitrary rotations. PRIN is robust to
arbitrary rotations while other methods fail to classify correctly.
Though classification does not require pointwise
rotation-invariant features but a global feature, our network
still benefits from DAAS and SVC so that it could handle
point clouds with unknown orientation.
We compare our network with several state-of-the-art
methods that handle point clouds. We train our network on
the non-rotated training set and achieve 68.85% accuracy
on the rotated test set. All other methods fail to generalize
to unseen orientation. The results are shown in Table 2.
For this task, we use four Spherical Voxel Convolution
(SVC) layers with channels 64, 50, 70, 350 in our exper-
iments. The bandwidths for each layer are 64, 32, 22, 7.
Each kernel ψ has non-local support, where ψ(α, β, h) iff
β = pi/2 and h = 0. A maxpooling layer is concatenated
at the end to get a global feature, followed by two fully-
connected layers. The final network contains ≈ 1.5M pa-
rameters and takes 12 hours to train, for 40 epochs.
4.3. Ablation Study
In this section we evaluate numerous variations of our
method to determine the sensitivity to design choices. Ex-
periment results are shown in Table 3 and Figure 6.
Input Bandwidth One decisive factor of our network is
the bandwidth. Bandwidth is used to describe the sphere
bandwidth res. on H DAAS acc/mIoU
32 64 Yes 78.13/57.41
16 64 Yes 74.53/53.80
8 64 Yes 71.17/47.10
32 32 Yes 76.56/55.63
32 8 Yes 76.14/54.88
32 1 Yes 76.19/54.32
32 64 No 74.61/54.2
Table 3. Ablation study. PRIN NR/AR accuracy on rotated
ShapeNet part dataset. We compare various types of bandwidth,
resolutions on H and whether to use DAAS.
precision, which is also the resolution on S2. Mostly, large
bandwidth offers more details of spherical voxels, such that
our network can extract more specific point features of point
clouds. While large bandwidth assures more specific repre-
sentation of part knowledge, more memory cost is accom-
panied. The results from Table 3 give us sufficient evidence
to validate the improvement with increasing of input band-
width.
Resolution on H Here we study the effects of the reso-
lution on H dimension, which is also the number of sphere
signals that are stacked. Table 3 shows the results of dif-
ferent numbers of resolutions we set. We find that increas-
ing the resolution improves the performance slightly. This
is mainly because the point clouds are not so complicated
with internal concave structures and could be distinguished
with only one cross-section.
Sampling Strategy Recall that in Equation 1, we con-
struct our signal on each spherical voxel with an density-
aware sampling filter. We now study the effect of Density-
Aware Adaptive Sampling (DAAS) and the result is shown
in Table 3. We see that using the sin(β) corrected sampling
filter gives a superior performance result, which is also con-
firmed in our theory.
Segmentation Robustness PRIN also reveals a good
adaption to corrupted and missing points. Although some
points are missing, our network still segments correctly for
each point. We show in Figure 6 that PRIN predicts consis-
tent labels regardless of point density.
4.4. Application
3D Rotation-Invariant Point Descriptors On 2D im-
age, we have SIFT, which is a rotation-invariant feature de-
scriptor. Our rotation-invariant network is able to produce
high quality rotation-invariant 3D point descriptors. This
is pretty useful as pairwise searching and matching become
possible regardless of rotations. Like what we do on 2D
Figure 6. Segmentation robustness results. From left to right:
we sample a subset of 2048, 1024, 512, 256 points from test point
clouds respectively. We observe that our network is robust to miss-
ing points and gives consistent results.
Figure 7. 3D point matching. Point matching results between two
different airplanes at two different orientations.
images, we have feature descriptor library on 3D, given a
point cloud, we can retrieve the closest matching descriptor
under arbitrary rotations. This is shown in the Figure 7. We
know that which part this point belongs to and where it lo-
cates on the object immediately. This 3D point descriptor
has the potential to do scene searching and parsing as the
degree of freedom reduces from six to three, leaving only
translations.
Shape Alignment with Label Priors We now introduce
a task that given some label requirements in the space, our
network would align the point cloud satisfying these re-
quirements. For example, one may want a chair that has its
back on the top. So we add the virtual points describing the
label requirement. Once the KL divergence between pre-
dicted scores and ground-truth one-hot labels of these vir-
Figure 8. Chair alignment with its back on the top. Left: A
misalignment induces large KL divergence. Right: Required la-
bels fulfilled with small KL divergence.
tual points is minimized, the chair is aligned with its back
on the top. This is shown in Figure 8.
5. Discussions and Future Work
To convert sparse point clouds into a suitable format that
is ready for rotation group convolution, we tried several
strategies such as Euclidean-kNN, image filtering on cross
sections and so on. They both introduce a large bias when
further convolved with rotation group kernels. The key rea-
son for these methods to fail is that they are agnostic of
discrepancy between Euclidean space and spherical space.
This reason is also confirmed in our ablation study: accu-
racy/mIoU drops for four percent when uniform sampling
in Euclidean is used.
Besides, our Spherical Voxel Convolution (SVC) is to-
tally different from traditional 3D convolution in that the
design of spherical voxels makes it rotation-invariant. From
another point of view, we have brought 3D convolution into
spherical space by exploiting an important fact: translation-
invariant 3D convolution in spherical space (FFTed) is
rotation-invariant in Euclidean space.
Though our network is invariant to point cloud rotations,
we see there are some failure cases that when there are com-
plex internal structures of the object as in Figure 9. This
may be caused by that our filters are not perfect and spe-
cial filters instead of box filters can be designed. Though
current filters are density-aware, they are not aware of cur-
vature change. Also, due to computational considerations,
input voxel resolution, which is defined by bandwidth[4] is
limited to about 32 while better results can be obtained with
higher resolution. We leave this memory-efficient convolu-
tion and special design of filters as our future work.
6. Conclusion
We present PRIN, a network that takes any input point
cloud and leverages Density-Aware Adaptive Sampling
(DAAS) to construct signals on spherical voxels. Then
Figure 9. Failure cases.
Spherical Voxel Convolution (SVC) follows to extract
pointwise rotation-invariant features. We place two differ-
ent output heads to do both 3D point clouds classification
and 3D point clouds part segmentation. Our experiments
show that our network is robust to arbitrary orientation even
not trained on them. Our network can be applied to 3D point
feature matching and shape alignment with label priors. We
show that our model can naturally handle arbitrary input ori-
entation for different tasks and provide theoretical analysis
that helps to understand our network.
Supplementary
A. Density-Aware Factor η
Spacing Representations We denote volumes (spacing)
in euclidean (R3) and spherical (S2) coordinates as dxdydz
and dαdβdr respectively, where r = 1 is a dummy variable
representing the radius.
Jacobian Given the relationship from spherical coordi-
nates to Euclidean coordinates,
x = rsin(β)cos(α)
y = rsin(β)sin(α)
z = rcos(β)
(8)
The Jacobian Jt = dxdydzdαdβdr of this transformation is
∂x
∂α
∂x
∂β
∂x
∂r
∂y
∂α
∂y
∂β
∂y
∂r
∂z
∂α
∂z
∂β
∂z
∂r .
 (9)
Write this out,−rsin(β)sin(α) rcos(β)cos(α) sin(β)cos(α)rsin(β)cos(α) rcos(β)sin(α) sin(β)sin(α)
0 −rsin(β) cos(β)
 .
(10)
The absolute value of the Jacobian determinant is r2sin(β).
Spacing Relations The spacing relationship between R3
and S2 is,
dxdydz = r2sin(β)dαdβdr. (11)
Since r = 1, we have,
dxdydz = sin(β)dαdβ. (12)
Therefore, we choose density-aware factor η to be sin(β)
as density is reciprocal to spacing.
B. Haar Measure and Parameterization on S2
and SO(3)
Parameterization of SO(3) For any element R ∈
SO(3), it could be parameterized by ZYZ Euler angles,
R = R(α, β, γ) = Z(α)Y (β)Z(γ) (13)
where α ∈ [0, 2pi], β ∈ [0, pi], and γ ∈ [0, 2pi], and Z/Y are
rotations around Z/Y axes.
Haar Measure of SO(3) The normalized Haar measure
is
dR =
dα
2pi
dβsin(β)
2
dγ
2pi
. (14)
The Haar measure [11, 18] is invariant because it has the
property that∫
SO(3)
f(R
′
R)dR =
∫
SO(3)
f(R)dR, (15)
for any R
′ ∈ SO(3).
Parameterization of S2 Likewise, an element x ∈ S2 is
written as
x(α, β) = Z(α)Y (β)n, (16)
where n is the north pole.
This parameterization makes explicit the fact that the
sphere is a quotient S2 = SO(3)/SO(2), where SO(2)
is the subgroup of rotations around the Z axes.
Haar Measure of S2 and SO(2) The normalized Haar
measure for the sphere is
dx =
dα
2pi
dβsin(β)
2
. (17)
The normalized Haar measure for SO(2) is
dh =
dγ
2pi
. (18)
C. Mapping between S2 ×H and SO(3)
Bijactive Mapping For an element (x, h) ∈ S2 × H ,
where x := x(α, β) ∈ S2, if we view H as SO(2),
(x(α, β), h) = (Z(α)Y (β)n,Z(h)). (19)
There is a bijective mapping from (x, h) to R(α, β, h), as
R(α, β, h) can be written as,
R(α, β, h) = Z(α)Y (β)Z(h), (20)
and the mapping:
Z(α)Y (β)Z(h)⇐⇒ (Z(α)Y (β)n,Z(h)). (21)
Isomorphism by Rotation Operator With this mapping,
any rotation that happens in voxel space S2×H will transfer
to SO(3) safely,
(Qx(α, β), h) = (QZ(α)Y (β)n,Z(h))
⇒ (QZ(α)Y (β))Z(h)
= QZ(α)Y (β)Z(h)
= QR(α, β, h)
(22)
Notice that there is a 2pi constant factor change between the
measure of H and the measure of rotations around Z axes,
as shown in Equation 18.
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